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COMMERCIAL FLEET SOLUTIONSCOMMERCIAL FLEET SOLUTIONS

MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

GAUGES AND AIR CHUCKS

TIRE VALVES AND FLOW-THROUGH CAP

AUTOMATIC TIRE INFLATORS

SHOP DESIGN/PRODUCT INTEGRATION SERVICES

TYRECHECK combines tire inspection hardware with web-based software to 
provide small and large commercial fleets the most efficient way to collect and 
manage tire inspection data. 
TYRECHECK PAGE 64

Haltec’s “Easy lock” air chucks provide an easy on/off application with an  
automatic locking-designed chuck. The 89MTIS-3CHKIT offers a variety of 
angled chucks to service your fleets need.
ES-300 SERIES CHUCKS PAGE 74

Straight clamp-in valves used on both demountable and non-demountable rims. 
For .625" diameter valve hole. Bent valve stems also available.
TV-500 - STRAIGHT CLAMP-IN VALVE PAGE 41

The DS-1 flow-through valve cap is designed for high pressure truck tire 
service. Seals like a high pressure valve cap, yet offers the convenience of an 
inflate through extension.
DS-1 - DOUBLE SEAL CAP PAGE 46

Haltec automatic inflators provide a precision tool to maintain properly inflated 
tires with high speed and accuracy. The custom manufactured 89MTIS Series 
inflates  1-5 wheels simultaneously with 0.3PSI accuracy.  Accurate PSI needs to 
be the primary objective of every tire inflation/service program.  The PSI in the 
tire needs to be accurate and the method of inflation must be simple and fast.      
89MTIS-3 - MOBILE MULTIPLE TIRE INFLATION SYSTEM PAGE 69
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Commercial Fleet Solutions: 
The need to manage a tire and rim as an asset rather than an expense is the 
concern of every commercial fleet manager. The trick is to find a company that can 
provide the combination of quality tire valve hardware and inflation equipment 
that can competitively and consistently provide that service. 
Haltec Corporation provides a complete tire valve and inflation program designed 
specifically for the unique needs of each fleet. Combining the TV-550 series valve 
with a DS-1 flow-through valve cap provides a better grommet seal for the valve 
and an efficient way to check and correct the PSI.
When an 89XHB or 89MTIS is used in the mounting and speed lane to inflate and 
top-off pressure, the accuracy and efficiency of your tire management program 
grows. Haltec can further enhance the “fleet check” process with our web-based 
and Bluetooth enabled Tire Management System. Haltec can create a “Tire Infla-
tion Solution” for any size fleet, as the Haltec Tire Management program combines 
custom software with Bluetooth enabled tire inflation and tread depth tools.
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